City of Alexandria, Virginia
MEMORANDUM
DATE:

NOVEMBER 2, 2009

TO:

THE HONORABLE MAYOR AND MEMBERS OF CITY COUNCIL

FROM:

JAMES K. HARTMANN, CITY MANAGER

SUBJECT:

BUDGET OPTIONS UNDER CONSIDERATION FOR FY 2011
PROVIDED BY DEPARTMENTS

Looking ahead to the considerable challenges facing the City in Fiscal Year 2011, last
July I asked City departments to provide me with budget reduction options for
consideration as we prepared for the City Council budget retreat and the development of
a budget for presentation to City Council next February. I also asked for increases that
departments felt would be essential to meet critical public needs. We have done an initial
review of those options and have $8.7 million in reductions still under consideration and
about $1.4 million in new initiatives. This memorandum transmits a list of those
reduction options for City Council’s information.
No decisions are necessary at this time on any particular reduction or new initiative.
This information is provided so that City Council may assess the type of reductions and
increases being considered. This knowledge may help City Council provide general
guidance to the City staff in preparation of a Proposed Budget to be presented next
February.
Because over the past 3 years we have taken significant savings, particularly to balance
the FY 2009 and FY 2010 budgets in light of the severe, national economic recession, the
ability of City staff to trim budgets further without significantly affecting services
provided to the public is greatly diminished. Authorized personnel strength peaked in FY
2007 at 2,649 full-time equivalent (FTE) positions. Although slightly more positions
were authorized initially in FY 2009, the mid-year budget reductions and hiring
slowdown of that year lead to lower staffing levels by year’s end. We reduced 119 full
and part-time positions in the FY 2010 budget. Continuing attrition has led to 222
unfilled full and part-time positions and a current (mid-October) on-board staffing level
of 2,358 FTE. I continue to monitor and closely control all new hiring and have limited
such hiring only to essential positions. (Detailed staffing level information will be
provided in the Compensation and Benefit section of the Retreat materials.)
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The list of reductions under consideration contains many programmatic reductions that
truly will reduce services provided to the public. This list is not exhaustive. Depending
on City Council’s guidance and further analysis by City staff, we may have to propose
additional or alternative programmatic reductions in February that will affect service
levels in other ways.
I want to note that in my conversations and discussions with City employees they are
concerned about further budget reductions and the impact on their ability to
accommodate the workload placed on them without reducing both the quantity and
quality of services they can provide. As you know, I too am concerned about not only
the immediate effects on services to the public, but also the longer term effects on
employee morale, productivity and retention.
Some reductions not on the list provided by departments, but also under consideration
include:






A savings of $1.0 million in our contribution to the trust fund for “Other Post
Employment Benefits” (health care and life insurance) as required by the
Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB). This slowdown in our
contributions should still meet GASB requirements and the scrutiny of bond
rating agencies. (More detail will be provided in the Compensation and Benefit
section of the retreat materials.)
A reduction of $4.0 million in cash capital contributions to our Capital
Improvement Program (CIP) from current revenues in FY 2011. This reduction
may be offset by funding from prior year fund balances, but it reduces cash
capital from FY 2010 revenues to zero.
The use of state transit aid, which are greater than budgeted, to offset subsidies to
WMATA in order to hold the total cost of transit subsidies provided by the City
constant in FY 2011 with FY 2010 levels.

I realize that some reductions in City operations are both necessary and inevitable given
the fiscal challenges facing the City. I provide the above words of caution only to make
explicit what I think City Council fully recognizes already, that there will be no easy way
to balance the FY 2011 budget without affecting City services both now and in the future.
Although departments expressed a wide variety of need requiring additional resources, at
this time in this fiscal environment there are only two major critical increases suggested
by departments that I am considering proposing in FY 2011. Both relate to public safety:




I have received a request from the Fire Department to establish two new “peak
time” medic units. The Department has made a sufficiently compelling case for
these units to ensure public safety. Staffing and equipping these units would cost
approximately $930,000 in FY 2011.
I also believe it wise to add funding for additional resources for emergency
communication staff as we transition to a Department of Emergency
Communications, a new Department created by combining the existing Police and
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Consideration may also be given to enhancing the care and maintenance of existing City
facilities and properties. Over the last few years, budgetary pressures have led to
deterioration in these services. Further reductions may be necessary in FY 2011. At
some point, however, perhaps sooner than later, City Council may want to consider
restoring these service levels to those that existed before the financial crisis. There is a
correlation between the condition of these facilities and properties and the community's
sense of well-being, pride, and ability to present ourselves to and attract visitors.
Finally, there are several options that are described in a separate memorandum and
Retreat presentation to City Council on Compensation Issues and Potential Cost Impact.
Those options include:







Adjusted Benchmark Rate
Competency Based Classification Implementation Cost
Market Rate Adjustment
Merit Step
Pay Supplemental Bonus
Benefits Review

Attachments:
Budget Reduction Options for FY 2011 with Significant Impact on Public
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